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(+1)8156260101,(+1)8156250011 - http://arthursdeli.com

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Arthur's Garden Deli from Rock Falls. Currently, there are 16
meals and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Tim S likes about Arthur's Garden Deli:
Really like the sandwichs they have the soup is good to for not being made in house . I would recommend the

place for lunch or dinner. The work of art is areallygood sandwich and very filling read more. The restaurant also
offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather, And into the accessible rooms also
come customers with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Cliff M doesn't like about Arthur's Garden

Deli:
I am new to the area and several people recommended this restaurant and I was glad to try it out. I was

absolutely disappointed I bough a corn beef and cheese 7 inch sub and potato sou I was so disappointed when I
got home with my dinner. I was able to see the bread thru the thin slice of meat on the sandwich. The soup was
watery and thin. I saved 1/2 of my sandwich and expressed my disappointment. There are several... read more.

Arthur's Garden Deli from Rock Falls is a suitable bar to a cocktail after work, and hang out with friends,
Additionally, you save time with the assortment of prepared delicacies without having to skimp on enjoyment.

Even if you're only a bit hungry, you can still treat yourself to one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a small salad
or another snack, and you can try fine American dishes like Burger or Barbecue.
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Appet�er�
YOGURT

Past�
PASTA SALAD

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Krau� & Rübe�
MAC AND CHEESE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHOCOLATE

SENF

HAM

BROCCOLI

PARMESAN
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SALAD

PANINI

BREAD

SOUP

DESSERTS

PASTA
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